
 

 

11 March 2011 

 

Mr Warwick Anderson 
General Manager 
Network Regulation North Branch 
Australian Energy Regulator 
GPO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2601 
 
Via email: aerinquiry@aer.gov.au  

 

Dear Warwick, 

Guidelines for Preparing a Transmission Network Support Pass Through Application 
 

The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) released its draft Procedural Guidelines and 

accompanying calculations spreadsheet on preparing a transmission network pass through 

application in January 2011.  The AER’s identified purpose for the Guidelines is to: 

 set out the process, timing and information requirements that TNSPs must consider 
when preparing a network support application; and 

 provide information on the assessment procedures the AER proposed to undertake 
when conducting an assessment of the application and timeframe to make its decision. 

Grid Australia welcomes the opportunity to make comment on the draft Guidelines and provides 
its response on specific matters below. 
 
Network Support Contracts 
 
The AER proposes that a pass through application should provide various information in relation 

to contractual arrangements with network support providers where such arrangements have not 

already been reviewed as part of a revenue determination process. 

In terms of network support arrangements with providers, transmission network service providers 

(TNSPs) are incentivised under the regulatory framework to establish arrangements which 

provide the most efficient cost outcomes having regard to regulatory and other obligations.  Not 

only are these commercial negotiations, but the outcomes of such negotiations are required to be 

demonstrated as efficient under the AER’s Regulatory Investment Test for Transmission (RIT-T).  

In light of these requirements under the Rules (including the RIT-T promulgated under the Rules), 

Grid Australia does not consider that it is necessary or reasonable for the AER to seek to review 

such negotiations with network support providers after the event.  
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Grid Australia also notes that confidentiality arrangements between contracting parties may also 

apply to such arrangements which the AER should acknowledge and have regard to in seeking 

certain information regarding these contracts. 

Pass through Costs 
 
In its draft Guidelines, the AER considers that only network support payments made by the TNSP 

for network support services should be passed through to customers. In other words, 

administrative and other indirect costs should not form part of a pass through application. 

Grid Australia considers that it is reasonable to pass through all incremental costs that would not 

have been incurred but for the network support event.  For example, in addition to the network 

support payments to a generator, other legitimate costs would include legal advice relevant to 

contract negotiations/ renegotiations during a regulatory year as well as any additional internal 

and external costs incurred in administering these arrangements.    

The AER’s proposal to exclude these costs appears to be based on an unduly narrow reading of 

clause 6A.7.2 of the Rules. Grid Australia submits that doing so would be incorrect both as a 

matter of legal interpretation and, more importantly, as a matter of good regulatory policy. 

First, the AER appears to be equating the incremental costs identified in clause 6A.7.2(i) that 

make up the network support pass through amount with the change in network support payments 

(a specific, but not the only, piece of information that the TNSP is required to provide under Rule 

6A.7.2.(c)(3)(i). There is nothing in the Rules that provides that, simply because the TNSP must 

inform the AER as to the amount of the payment variation, the AER should not allow other 

incremental costs incurred solely as a consequence of the network support event.  

Indeed, it is clear from the drafting of clause 6A.7.2(i) that the AER is required to look beyond the 

additional  network support payment alone to take into account any other incremental costs. On 

the AER’s interpretation, the definition of the network support pass through amount should simply 

read “the difference between the amount provided for in the annual building block revenue 

requirement for that regulatory year and the amount actually paid”. This is contrary to what the 

Rules state. Grid Australia considers that it is reasonable and correct to say that any additional 

incremental costs must be solely as a consequence of the event. However, this is not the same 

thing as saying that only the difference in network support payments is incremental. A copy of 

legal advice in support of these points is attached. 

In coming to a decision on how best to interpret the Rules, it is also important to recognise and 

take into account the different incentives that apply under the regulatory framework. In particular, 

it could be argued that TNSPs may be less incentivised to utilise network support arrangements if 

such costs are not recognised by the AER as being legitimately and efficiently employed for the 

purposes of establishing and administering network support arrangements throughout the year.  

In effect, TNSPs would be required to incur higher operating expenditure to implement such 

arrangements and be potentially adversely affected under the Efficiency Benefit Sharing Scheme 

(EBSS), since the pass through amount excluded under the EBSS would only capture the 

network support payment amount.  On the other hand, labour costs directly attributable to a 

network investment can be capitalised and continue to earn a return over the life of the asset.  On 

balance, Grid Australia considers that it is both reasonable and legitimate to claim additional legal 

and administration costs as a pass through.   
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Materiality 
 
The AER notes its requirement to make a determination on a network support pass through 

application regardless of the materiality of the proposed pass through amount. 

Consistent with its 2007 revenue cap decision, a materiality threshold of 1% of the maximum 

allowable revenue (MAR) currently applies to Powerlink for its 2008-12 regulatory period.  

Therefore, for Powerlink, the requirement to seek a determination by the AER under the Rules is 

only invoked where the pass through amount exceeds this threshold.  In other cases, Powerlink is 

required to notify the AER of its actual network support expenditure for the relevant year then 

proceed to automatically pass through any difference between forecast and actual network 

support to customers. 

While Grid Australia acknowledges the AER’s position under the Rules above, consistent with 

Powerlink’s revenue cap arrangements, Grid Australia recommends that the AER consider 

adopting a similar approach for all other TNSPs where the proposed pass through amounts are 

less than 1% of the MAR.  This could take the form of a notification arrangement or a fast-track 

process which requires less time, information and consultation in such circumstances.  

Grid Australia considers that such an approach would be consistent with the AER’s previous 

position in relation to Powerlink that these events would be less onerous to administer. 

Negative Pass throughs 
 
The AER proposes to assess negative pass through events in the same way as positive pass 

through events, including the timeframe for making a determination under the Rules. 

Grid Australia agrees that a consistent timeframe and high-level process should apply on a 

symmetrical basis. However, the Rules do not require certification by an independent and 

appropriately qualified expert for negative pass-through events and this should be reflected in the 

AER Guideline. 

Further, Grid Australia agrees with the AER that audited financial statements or regulatory 

accounts are sufficient evidence to satisfy the requirement for independent expert certification of 

network support payments under clause 6A.7.2(c)(3)(i) of the Rules, and suggests this be noted 

in the final guidelines.    

Timing Change Impacts 
 
In general, network support allowances are provided on the basis that they will be incurred in or 

over specific years within a regulatory period.  However, there may be situations where actual 

network support costs may be incurred outside the year in which an allowance was provided in a 

revenue cap decision and, potentially in a regulatory year for which no AER allowance is 

provided. For example, where invoices arrive or other incremental costs are accounted for 

beyond a particular regulatory year.  In these cases, TNSPs would still lodge a pass through 

application to the AER which would include reasons why costs varied from the allowance – even 

where the allowance was zero – and this should be perfectly acceptable.  
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CPI Escalation 

The method of CPI escalation applied to the network support allowance should be consistent with 

the CPI escalation applied to the total MAR under the TNSP’s revenue determination. This 

ensures that the escalated allowance is the same as that actually recovered by the TNSP, and 

therefore avoids any distortionary revenue impacts. While the draft guideline implies that this 

should occur (Appendix B, footnote 4) it should be made even more explicit, as this principle was 

not applied uniformly in the determination of 2009-10 network support pass through amounts,  

Calculations Spreadsheet 
 
The AER has developed a reporting template to accompany its guidelines. In the interests of 

efficiency and consistency, it would be useful to confirm explicitly that the model published with 

the final guidelines will be taken as a fully compliant method of submission, without the need for 

each TNSP to individually seek an audit assurance to verify the accuracy of this model.  

If you have any queries or require further clarification on any of the matters raised above, please 

contact Jennifer Harris on (07) 3860-2667 or me on (08) 8404-7983. 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Rainer Korte 
Chairman 
Grid Australia Regulatory Managers Group 
















